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Abstract—Given the unique characteristics of vehicular net-
works, specifically, frequent communication unavailability and
short encounter time, packet replication has been commonly used
to facilitate data delivery. Replication enables multiple copies of
the same packet to be forwarded towards the destination, which
increases the chance of delivery to a target destination. However,
this is achieved at the expense of consuming extra already scarce
bandwidth resource in vehicular networks. Therefore, it is crucial
to investigate the fundamental problem of exploiting constrained
network capacity with packet replication. We make the first
attempt in this work to address this challenging problem. We first
conduct extensive empirical analysis using three large datasets
of real vehicle GPS traces. We show that a replication scheme
that either underestimates or overestimates the network capacity
results in poor delivery performance. Based on the observation,
we propose a Capacity-Constrained Replication scheme or CCR
for data delivery in vehicular networks. The key idea is to explore
the residual capacity for packet replication. We introduce an
analytical model for characterizing the relationship among the
number of replicated copies of a packet, replication limit and
queue length. Based on this insight, we derive the rule for
adaptive adjustment towards the optimal replication strategy.
We then design a distributed algorithm to dictate how each
vehicle can adaptively determine its replication strategy subject
to the current network capacity. Extensive simulations based
on real vehicle GPS traces show that our proposed CCR can
significantly improve delivery ratio comparing with the state-of-
the-art algorithms.

Keywords—vehicular networks, network capacity, packet repli-
cation, data delivery, analytical model, trace-driven simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular networks have recently received significant atten-

tion in the community, which has fostered a wide range of

emerging applications, such as driving safety [1], intelligent

transport services [2], and infrastructure monitoring [3].

Efficient data delivery is essential for such applications, in

which it is highly desired that data can be delivered with high

success rate and low delay. However, unique characteristics of

vehicular networks present several great challenges for data

delivery, specifically, high vehicle mobility, frequent network

disconnection [4] and short encounter time [5].

To achieve efficient data delivery, packet replication has

been recognized as an effective approach for data delivery in

vehicular networks. As illustrated in Fig. 1, replication enables

multiple copies of the same data carried by different vehicles

to be forwarded towards a target destination simultaneously,

which increases the performance of delivery in terms of both

higher delivery ratio and shorter delivery delay.

There has been a variety of algorithms proposed based on

replication, which can be roughly divided into two categories:

(1) the first category of algorithms uses a fixed replication

number for each packet, i.e., sets a limit on the number of

copies for each packet. Spray-and-wait [6] is such an example;

(2) the second category of algorithms replicates packets based

on a computed metric. When certain conditions on the metric

are satisfied, a packet is replicated and the resulting copies

are independently forwarded in the network. RAPID [7],

trajectory-based [8], inter-contact time [4] and path likelihood

[9] are such examples. An extreme case in this category is the

epidemic algorithm [10], which replicates a packet each time

when a vehicle encounters another vehicle.

However, data replication consumes extra already scarce
bandwidth resource in vehicular networks. On one hand, in-

Figure 1. Illustration of packet forwarding and replication in vehicular
networks. When a vehicle meets another, it can decide whether to replicate a
packet or simply forward the packet to the relay node. Replication results in
two copies being delivered towards to the destination. And with forwarding,
the vehicle deletes the packet from its queue.
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adequate replication might not obtain the desired performance

gain; on the other hand, excessive replication can lead to

poor utilization of the bandwidth, which inversely affects the

performance. Therefore, the fundamental question for data

replication in vehicle networks is to properly explore the

network capacity without overloading. From algorithmic point

of view, the problem becomes how to perceive the residual

network capacity when a replication decision has to be made

given the current network status. Our work in this paper

attempts to address this problem.
In order to capture the network capacity, we first need to

understand the effect of packet replication for data delivery in

real-world vehicular networks. We conduct extensive empirical

study with three large datasets of real vehicle GPS traces,

i.e., 2,400 taxis in Shanghai, China, 1,600 buses in Shanghai,

China, and 12,000 taxis in Shenzhen, China. There are two

key observations from this study. On the one hand, it is

demonstrated that the network capacity can be exploited for

improving data delivery in vehicular networks, in which the

delivery ratio can be significantly improved by 267% to

667%. On the other hand, a replication scheme that either

underestimates or overestimates the network capacity results

in suboptimal performance of data delivery.
In this paper, based on the above observations, we propose

a Capacity-Constrained Replication scheme or CCR for data

delivery in vehicular networks. The key idea is to explore the
residual network capacity for data replication. There are two

major challenges. First, it is widely known that it is difficult

to obtain the accurate estimation of network capacity in a

vehicular network with a number of uncontrollable factors

involved such as the number of vehicles, vehicle mobility

pattern, road topology, and traffic conditions. Second, the

network traffic demand for data delivery can be changing over

time, which is usually impossible to know in advance.
To tackle these challenges, we first introduce an analytical

model for characterizing the relationship among replicated

copies, replication limit and packet queue length. We use the

replication limit to specify the maximum number of copies

that a packet can replicate in the network. Based on this

insight, we derive the rule for adaptive adjustment towards

the optimal replication strategy. We then design a distributed

algorithm to dictate how each vehicle can adaptively determine

its replication strategy subject to the current network capacity.

The salient feature in the proposed algorithm is that it only

relies on the queue length observed, which can be easily

measured and obtained. This makes it highly applicable in

practice. Extensive simulations based on real vehicle GPS

traces show that our proposed CCR can significantly improve

delivery ratio comparing with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
We have made the main technical contributions in this paper

as follows.

• We have conducted extensive empirical study with three

large datasets of real vehicular GPS traces and reveal the

potential and the problem of using packet predication in

vehicular networks.

• Based on an analytical framework, we obtain the insight

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THREE VEHICLE TRACES

Traces Shanghai Taxi Shanghai Bus Shenzhen Taxi

# of vehicles 2,400 1,600 12,000
Range (km × km) 133 × 69 133 × 69 27 × 97

Duration (hour) 17,280 17,280 720
Granularity (second) 60 60 60

Encounters (per hour) 352 891 425

into the fundamental relationship among number of repli-

cated copies, replication limit and packet queue length.

• We propose a fully distributed algorithm for adaptively

determine its replication strategy subject to the current

network capacity. The main strength is that it removes
the necessity of deriving the network capacity and only
looks at queue lengths, which can be easily measured by
individual vehicles.

• We have performed extensive experiments based on large

datasets of real vehicle GPS traces. Comparative study

shows that CCR can improve data delivery ratio by 15%

to 40% for static traffic demand and by 44% to 80% for

dynamic traffic demand.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The following

section tries to understand the effect of packet replication

with empirical study. In Section III, we propose an analytical

framework for characterizing the relationship among replicated

copies, replication limit and packet queue length. Section IV

describes the design and implementation of CCR. Trace-driven

simulations are presented in Section V. Section VI reviews

related work. The paper concludes in Section VII.

II. EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we aim at revealing the effect of packet

replication on data delivery in vehicular networks with trace-

driven empirical study.

A. Methodology of Trace-driven Empirical Study

For empirical study, we have conducted extensive simula-

tions based on three large datasets of real vehicle GPS traces,

as summarized in Table I.

We adopt the spray-and-wait algorithm [6] for packet repli-

cation and routing in vehicular networks, which uses a fixed

replication limit. Suppose the replication limit is L. Then, an

original packet is allowed to be replicated L times. As the

source node encounters a vehicle, the packet is replicated on

the vehicle. As a result, there are two copies in the network

for the packet, each allowing to be replicated by L/2 times.

The replication process proceeds until every copy of the packet

allows no more replication.

The capacity of a vehicular network is dependent on a num-

ber of factors, such as number of vehicles, vehicle mobility,

vehicle distribution, road topology and road traffic conditions.

By using the traces, many of the factors have been reflected.

Thus, these factors are fixed within the traces. To deliberately

change the network capacity, we vary the number of vehicles

in simulation. The traffic demand is another important system
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Figure 2. Delivery ratio vs. replication limit and number of vehicles
(Shanghai Taxi).

parameter. To study the impact of traffic demand, we introduce

a parameter called packet generation rate (γ) to control the

traffic demand of a vehicle.

For each simulation, we randomly select 400 vehicles by

default. The link bandwidth available for packet transmission

each time two vehicles encounter is fixed. Thus, the number of

packets that can be exchanged during one encounter between

two vehicles is determined by the encounter duration.

We introduce a control parameter called replication limit for

replication control, as defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Replication Limit). The replication limit for a
packet is defined as the maximum number of copies that is
allowed to be generated in the whole network.

B. Performance Gain of Packet Replication

We first study the effect of packet replication on data

delivery in vehicular networks. The delivery ratio as number

of vehicles and replication limit are varied for Shanghai Taxi

is shown in Fig. 2. Each red dot in the figure represents the

highest delivery ratio among the simulations with different

replication numbers and the same number of vehicles. When

there are 600 vehicles, the delivery ratio is as low as 5% if

no replication is used, i.e., replication limit is one. When a

replication limit of 50 is used, the delivery ratio climbs to

30%. Thus, there is a 6x performance gain on delivery ratio

when packet replication is used.

The delivery ratio as replication limit and packet generation

rate are varied for Shanghai Taxi is shown in Fig. 3. We

can find that when the packet generation rate is as low as

one packet per minute, the performance gain of using packet

replication is as high as 667%. In comparison, when the

packet generation rate increases to 18 packets per minute, the

performance gain decreases to 267%.

Then, we can make the first key observation as follows.

Key observation 1: Significant performance gain can be

obtained by using packet replication to exploit the network

capacity of a vehicular network. The performance gain of
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Figure 3. Delivery ratio vs. replication limit and packet generation rate γ
(Shanghai Taxi).

using packet replication is dependent on the capacity and the

traffic demand of the whole network.

C. Impact of Replication Strategy

We next investigate the impact of replication strategy on

data delivery. The replication strategy refers to the aggressive-

ness of generating replicated copies, which can be reflected

by the parameter of replication limit. As shown in Fig. 2,

when there are 200 vehicles in the network, the delivery

ratio first increases as the replication limit is varied from

one to 10 and then decreases as a large replication limit is

used. This is because the network capacity of the vehicular

network is always limited. As more replicated copies are

generated, some of the limited communication opportunities

are wasted by unnecessary transmissions of replicated copies.

As a result, the delivery ratio decreases, other than increases,

as more replicated copies are injected in the network. We

have similar findings when there are different numbers of

vehicles in the system. The difference is that the maximum

delivery ratio becomes higher as there are more vehicles and

the corresponding replication limit is larger. This is because the

network capacity becomes larger when there are more vehicles

and thus allows more replicated copies.

As shown in Fig. 3, as a higher packet generation rate is

applied, the maximum delivery ratio decreases and the corre-

sponding replication limit becomes smaller. This is because the

total traffic demand becomes larger and the residual network

capacity is smaller, hence allowing fewer replicated copies.

Thus, we can make the second key observation as follows.

Key observation 2: A replication scheme that either

underestimates or overestimates the network capacity leads to

poor delivery performance. In addition, for a vehicular network

with given traffic demand, there exists an optimal replication

limit that produces the maximum delivery ratio.

III. CHARACTERIZING EFFECT OF REPLICATION

Key observation 2 from the empirical study suggests that it

is crucial to make appropriate control on packet replication
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Figure 4. Relationship among number of replicas, replication limit, theoreti-
cal free growth (computed with measured queue length), along with measured
number of replicas and delivery ratio.

for higher delivery ratio in vehicular networks. Then, we

have to answer the important question: what is the optimal
replication strategy for different network configurations? This

section tries to answer this question. First, we give a simplified

analytical model to facilitate analysis, then drive the dynamical

formulation of number of replicas of a packet, and finally

obtain the rule for determining the optimal replication limit.

A. Analytical Model

We assume all vehicles have the same communication

range. Every two vehicles can transmit data when they are

within the communication range. For analysis simplification,

we assume the bandwidth of the link between two vehicles

is B packets per unit time. Each of the two vehicles shares

the link bandwidth equally. The encounter duration of the two

vehicles is d. Then, the total amount of data can be exchanged

for a vehicle during one encounter is Bd/2.

Every vehicle may generate packets. Data packets are of the

same size and priority. Each packet has one single destination

vehicle. Packets have the same TTL (Time-To-Live).

We assume the buffer of a vehicle is sufficiently large, so

a vehicle can receive and save packets without deleting or

replacing other packets. To simplify the analysis, we model the

buffer as a cyclic first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. The length of

the queue on vehicle v is Qv , which equals to the number of

packets it currently holds. However, as mentioned before, the

bandwidth is fixed. As a result, only a few packets in the queue

can be sent within one encounter. A sent packet is removed

from the head of queue and inserted to the rear.

A packet gets a new replica every time it is replicated at

one encounter. The number of replicas (including the original)

of packet p is denoted by np(t) as it varies over time. Let N
denote the replication limit. Then, the number of replicas for

any packet is no more than N , i.e., np(t) ≤ N .

B. Characterizing Dynamical Number of Replicas

It is highly desirable to derive how the delivery performance

changes as the replication limit is varied. However, it is

extremely difficult as the delivery performance is dependent

on many factors and most of them may not be available for

analysis, such as node mobility and road topology. To walk

around this problem, we instead look at the number of replicas

of a packet. It is intuitive that for a given packet, a larger

number of replicas indicates a higher delivery performance.

The number of replicas of a packet is dynamic and changes

over time, which is dependent on network capacity, traffic

demand and replication limit. Unfortunately, in practice we

do not know the network capacity and traffic demand. We

find that the queue length can be an important factor. Thus,

we derive how the number of replicas of a packet grows over

time, in relation to packet queue length.

Our following analysis assumes a basic replication scheme:

a packet is always replicated if it is sent from a vehicle to

the encountered vehicle until its number of replicas reaches

the replication limit, N . This gives us the first relationship

between number of replica and replication limit:

np(t) ≤ N, ∀p, t. (1)

Then, we discuss how np(t) grows over time. It should

be emphasized that this analysis applies to a stable network,

where queue length is not varying dramatically.

Let the total encounter duration of vehicle v during a short

time period Δt be denoted by dv . Then, the total number

of packets sent in this duration is Bdv/2. Let the average

encounter duration be denoted by τ and the encounter times

in Δt by av . Then, dv equals av × τ .

Let K denote the set of vehicles carrying p at time t.
Because the relative position of p in the queue of a vehicle

v ∈ K is random, the maximum expected number of times,

Δmv , of p that the packet can be replicated in Δt is,

Δmv =
Bavτ

2Qv
. (2)

Thus, the total number of newly generated replicas of p, Δnp,

during Δt is,

Δnp =
∑
v∈K

Δmv =
∑
v∈K

Bavτ

2Qv
. (3)

The queue length Qv of v is dependent on the previous

encounters which is independent of av . To ease the analysis,

we assume a uniform distribution for Qv . However, we should

note that this analysis can also be easily extended to other

distributions for Qv . For an arbitrary p, the expected increase

rate of the number of replicas of p is

E

[
Δn

Δt

]
= E

[∑
v∈K

Bavτ

2QvΔt

]
(4)

=
|K|
2

E

[
Bavτ

Δt

]
E

[
1

Qv

]
=

np(t)

2
BAτE

[
1

Qv

]
(5)

≈ np(t)

2
BAτ

ln(2Q)

2Q
=

BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q
np(t), (6)
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where A is the expected encounter frequency and Q is the

expected queue length of the network.

With (6), we have the following differential equation for

np(t): ⎧⎨
⎩

dnp(t)

dt
=

BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q
np(t)

np(0) = 1

. (7)

By solving (7), we have

np(t) = e
BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q t. (8)

This gives us the free growth of packet replicas. From (8),

we know the number of replica grows faster when vehicles
encounter each other more often and it slows down if packet
queues are very long.

The number of replicas is actually constrained by both the

two factors: free growth as Eq. 8 and replication limit as Eq. 1.

np(t) = min(N, e
BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q t). (9)

C. Determining Optimal Replication Limit

Since for a given packet, its life cycle is constrained by

its TTL. We thus focus on the question: when can np reach
its maximum n∗

p before the TTL expires and what is the
corresponding optimum replication limit N∗?

Importantly, these two factors of free growth and replication

limit for np(t) are not independent from each other. A larger

limit gives replicas more space to grow. As a consequence,

however, the queue length becomes longer, which slows down

the growth speed. A shorter queue length allows replicas to

grow faster but it requires a smaller replication limit. This

observation indicates that an optimal replication number must

consider both growth speed and replication limit.

Theorem 1. For a given duration T , the maximum of np(T )
is reached when the following equation satisfied.

N = e
BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q T . (10)

Proof: For a given duration T , when we increase N , Q
increases as more copies of every packet are allowed to be

generated. So, the free growth in this duration, e
BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q T ,

is a monotonically decreasing function of N . Considering

Eq. 9, as N is monotonically increasing function of itself, the

maximum value is reached when the replication limit and the

free growth equals. This concludes the proof.

Unfortunately, Eq. 10 does not give us the analytical result

of the optimum N∗ as we do not have the analytical relation-

ship between N and Q. In a practical vehicular network, the

queue length depends on many factors including replication

limit, encounters, packet generation and extinction. It is hard

to formulate the relationship.

To illustrate how the number of replicas of packet p
varies with the replication limit. We conduct simulation-based

empirical study with the Shanghai taxi traces to derive the

relationship between the number of replicas with the TTL

and the replication limit. Fig. 4 shows this relationship, along

with the delivery ratio as the replication limit varies. From the

figure, we can easily find that the total number of generated

replicas reaches the maximum as the growth equals N . This

verifies our analytical result in Theorem 1. In addition, we

find that the delivery ratio is maximized as the total number

of replicas reaches the maximum. This confirms our intuition.

Therefore, although Theorem 1 does not lead to an ana-

lytical result for the optimal N∗,it does give us a rule for

adjustment towards the optimum. We know the current N and

measure the current queue length, Q. Then we can compute

the free growth of packet replicas, e
BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q TTL. We can see

from Fig. 4 that if the free growth is smaller than N , then N
should be decreased; otherwise, it should be increased. This

rule will guide our design of the distributed algorithm.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe the design and implementation

of our distributed algorithm for each vehicle to dynamically

determine its replication limit and make packet replication

decisions upon encounters.

A. Overview

The distributed algorithm runs by each individual vehicle,

which consists of three main components: 1) packet queue
length estimation, 2) replication limit adjustment and 3) repli-
cation control. The first component estimates the average

queue length of vehicles by measuring the queue length of

each vehicle that has been encountered. This serves as the basis

for adjustment of replication limit. The second component

adjusts the current replication limit according to the estimated

average queue length. Note that each vehicle maintains a

replication limit for each newly packet generated to follow.

The third component makes the decision on which packet to

replicate on an encountered vehicle.

Our algorithm needs some information about encountered

vehicles, including packet queue length, encounter frequency,

and packet IDs in queue. The algorithm requires each vehicle

to exchange such information upon encountering with each

other. When three or more vehicles are in the communication

range of each other, we rely on the media contention mecha-

nism of the link layer to address the link scheduling issue.

B. Estimating Queue Length

As the expected packet queue length of the whole network

is important to the adjustment of replication limit, each node

must estimate this value by measuring the queue lengths of

all encountered vehicles.

The packet queue length of a vehicle can be very different

from each other, dependent on its encounter behaviors. In

addition, the packet queue length is also varying over time,

reflecting the current network capacity, traffic demand and

replication strategy.

To estimate the queue length, we adopt the moving average

technique. Each node v maintains an estimated network queue

length Qv . Let qv denote the length of the packet queue at v.
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Figure 5. The architecture of the feedback-based adjustment of replication limit. Each vehicle keeps measuring queue lengths of encountered vehicles and
estimating the queue length for the whole network. Then it compares the limit and the free growth. Based on this comparison result, the vehicle adjusts its
replication limit.

Algorithm 1: ReplicationControl

Input: Q: The packet queue, N

1 while in encounter duration and Q is not empty do

2 p← Q.POP();
3 rp ← max(1, rp × N

Np
);

4 Np ← N ;

5 if rp ≥ 2 then

6 rp ← rp/2;

7 p′ ← COPY(p);
8 SEND(p′);
9 Q.PUSH(p);

10 else

11 FORWARD(p);
12 end

13 end

As vehicle v encounters u, it updates its estimate of the packet

queue length as follows,

Q′
v = α× qv + qu

2
+ (1− α)× Qv +Qu

2
, (11)

where α is a constant decay factor between 0 and 1.

The decay factor is an important design parameter and may

impact the data delivery performance. A larger decay factor

makes the estimate of the packet queue length more sensitive

to the variation of queue length. A smaller factor makes the

estimation more stable but cannot quickly adapt to the change

of network. We will study the impact of the factor and discuss

the selection of the factor in the next section.

C. Adjusting Replication Limit

With the estimated queue length of the network, we then

develop an adjustment scheme for the replication limit main-

tained by each vehicle. The main rule for adjustment is based

on Theorem 1.

The main rationale for this adjustment is feedback-based

control, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The network can be considered

as a system under control. The network takes traffic demand

and the replication limit as inputs and generates the packet

queue length as output. The replication limit adjustment com-

ponent is the control unit based on the feedback of queue

length. It compares the current replication limit N , and the

theoretical free growth e
BAτ ln(2Q)

4Q TTL with the estimated Q.

If N is larger than the free growth, the replication limit is

decreased; otherwise, it is increased.

The adjustment step is the key issue. It is desirable to

approach N∗ as soon as possible. We adopt the Halley’s

method for numerically calculating the Lambert W function

which is defined by z = W (z)eW (z) [11]. It is similar to

Newton’s method, which determines the direction of search

and the step size to approach the target value. Let eβ denote

the free growth, the detailed adjustment is shown as follows:

1

N ′ =
1

N
−

eβ

N − 1

eβ( 1
N + 1)− ( 1

N +2)( eβ

N −1)
2
N +2

. (12)

D. Replication Control

We finally describe the replication control. The basic idea

of the distributed replication control is to replicate packets

as soon as possible from the source node to other vehicles.

But, the number of copies is smaller than the replication limit

assigned to the packet, Np. After the total number of copies

reaches Np, each of the copies is forwarded towards the des-

tination, where many of the routing algorithms for vehicular

network can be employed. Thus, it should be stressed that our

approach is complimentary to existing routing algorithms.

To better adapt to the changing network capacity, it is

beneficial to allow a packet in flight to dynamically change

its replication limit. The key issue is that when the packet

was generated it had been assigned a replication limit. Then,

derivative copies are allocated with different portions of the

assigned replication limit. Thus, the change to the existing

replication limit must be carried out in a distributed fashion.

To facilitate this distributed adjustment on both the source

node and the relaying nodes, each copy maintains two values:
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Figure 6. Delivery ratio vs. number of vehicles (Shanghai Taxi).

its replication limit, Np, and the remaining budget, rp. If

the relaying node u has a different replication limit Nu, it

proportionally changes rp to rp
Nu

Np
, and replaces Np with Nu.

The details are shown in Algorithm 1.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we first present the methodology and exper-

imental results, then introduce the compared algorithms and

finally present the evaluation results.

A. Methodology and Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of our approach CCR, we have

conducted extensive simulations based on the three datasets of

real vehicle GPS traces, as introduced in Section II.

In simulation, the following default settings are used. 400

vehicles are randomly selected from one of the trace datasets.

The packet generation rate is 10 packets per minute. The

bandwidth is set to allow the transmission of one packet per

second. The communication range is 300 meters. For CCR,

the average encounter duration, τ , is 20 seconds, TTL is one

hour, and the decay factor α is 0.35.

We use one week of the Shanghai taxis from August 30 to

September 5, 2007, one week of Shenzhen taxis from Septem-

ber 6 to September 12, 2009, and three days of Shanghai buses

from October 15 to October 17, 2006.

B. Compared Algorithms

We compare CCR with the following routing algorithms

representative for vehicular networks.

• GPSR [12]. It is a single copy routing algorithm, which

forwards packets to relays closer to the destinations.

• Epidemic [10]. It replicates packets as many as possible

to every other vehicle it encounters.

• Spray-and-wait [6]. It determines a fixed replication

limit, which is 10%-15% of the number of nodes

• RAPID [7]. It decides whether to replicate a packet based

on the probability of encountering the destination.
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Figure 7. Delivery ratio vs. number of vehicles (Shenzhen Taxi).

C. Impact of Number of Vehicles

We study the performance of the algorithms when the

number of vehicles is varied. The comparisons using the

three trace datasets are shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,

respectively.

We can find that CCR substantially outperforms the four

algorithms for all traces. Compared with epidemic, the im-

provement of delivery ratio of CCR is as large as 25% for

shanghai taxis, 47% for Shenzhen taxis, 40% for Shanghai

buses. Compared with Spray-and-wait and RAPID, the im-

provement is as large as 15%, 20% and 10% for the three

datasets, respectively.

The delivery ratios become larger with the increasing num-

ber of vehicles except that of GPSR. This is because when

the network has more vehicles, there are more possible paths.

Replication-based algorithms take advantage of it and produce

higher delivery ratios. However, GPSR, a single copy routing

algorithm, fails to benefit from it.

D. Impact of Network Traffic

We first investigate the impact of constant network traffic

demand, where the packet generation rate is fixed during the

whole simulation. The delivery ratio as the packet generation

rate is varied for all algorithms is plotted in Fig. 9. CCR has

a delivery ratio almost as high as epidemic when the traffic

demand is low, and outperforms all other algorithms when the

traffic demand is high. When the demand is low, epidemic and

CCR leverage the network capacity for data delivery. When the

demand is high, the delivery ratio of the epidemic algorithm

quickly degrades, which use blind replication strategy. In com-

parison, CCR can adapt to the residual network capacity and

make appropriate replication control, and thus it is constantly

better than all other algorithms. The delivery ratios of all

replication-based algorithms decrease because when there are

more packets in the network, the delivery opportunity of each

packet is smaller since the network capacity is limited.
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Figure 8. Delivery ratio vs. number of vehicles (Shanghai Bus).

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section we give an overview of related work. First,

we review routing algorithms for vehicular networks, and

then discuss existing studies on network capacity of wireless

networks.

A. Routing Algorithms in Vehicular Networks

A number of routing algorithms have been proposed for ve-

hicular networks, which can be divided into several categories.

One category of them maintains at most one copy for

each packet. With the knowledge of node locations, GPSR

[12], CAR [13] and GeOpps [14] forward packets to relays

which are closer to their destinations. TBD [15] and TSF [16]

forward packet along roads, which have the minimal delay

according to traffic information. When all the contacts between

vehicles are known, the routing problem can be formulated and

solved by linear programming [17]. As the complete contacts

cannot be foreknown in practice, estimation of Euclidean

distance [18] or delay [19] can be used for path selection.

With the observation that forwarding multiple copies of a

packet through different paths usually reduces its delay and

increases the delivery probability, packet replication has been

adopted in two other categories of routing algorithms for

vehicular networks.

The second category uses a fixed number of replicas. Spray-

and-wait [6] tries to answer the question how many copies are

enough to achieve certain delay constrain. Following the basic

mobility model of exponentially distributed inter-meeting time,

the expected delay of each copy can be calculated. The delay

bound of spraying a certain number of copies can be derived

from these values. This answers the question above. Source-

spray and binary-spray, two different approaches of spraying

copies, are proposed in this paper as well. To further reduce

the number of copies for cost efficiency, a multiple period

spraying scheme [20] tries not to send all the copies once, but

to add copies in each period according to the packet’s urgency.

R3 [21] studies unified metrics for path across networks with

diverse connectivity such as meshes, MANETs and DTNs.
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Figure 9. Delivery ratio vs. packet generation rate γ (Shanghai Taxi).

It introduces replication gain for delay if multiple paths are

selected. The routing algorithm of R3 selects the best two

paths for each packet.

The third category decides whether to copy packets when-

ever two vehicles encounter each other. RAPID [7] transfers

routing metric about path into utilities for each packet. Thus,

a resource allocation problem is formulated in this work when

packets have their own cost and benefits. By solving this

problem, packets are copied to those relays which increase

the benefits the most. RAPID also adopts the exponential

distribution of encounter probability. Later works use more

sophisticated tools such as Markov chain to model encounter

between nodes. By predicting node movement [8] and meeting

time [4], more accurate metrics are achieved which lead to

better performance. Other issues such as energy and storage

saving are discussed in [22].

Little existing work has considered the problem of using

appropriate packet replication to exploit the residual network

capacity. In this work, we have proposed an approach to

adaptively determine the replication strategy subject to the

current residual network capacity. In addition, our work is

complementary to most of the existing routing algorithms for

vehicular networks by adding replication control.

B. Network Capacity of Wireless Networks

The capacity of wireless networks has attracted significant

research interests. In a static wireless network, the total

capacity of n optimally located nodes is O(
√
n) and per-node

throughput scales as O(1/
√
n), as shown in [23]. This result

implies that static wireless networks are not scalable. However,

when considering the mobility of nodes, the capacity is large-

ly increased. The throughput of per source-destination pair

remains constant [24] when total number of nodes increases.

The question whether delay keeps low when mobility increases

capacity answers in [25]. This work shows that mobile ad-hoc

networks can provide guarantees on the delay if the patterns

in the mobility of nodes are exploited. Further studies of delay

and capacity establish the trade-off: delay/rate ≥ O(n) [26].
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This result indicates that throughput is the cost to reduce delay.

Several mobility models are studied in [27]. Using a unified

framework based on those models, this work demonstrates

that there is a critical delay and the delay capacity trade-

off exists only when it is greater than the critical value. As

mentioned in [27], these theoretical studies on capacity use

idealized models, such as unit disk model, i.i.d. model, random

way-point model, Brownian model, and random walk model.

Vehicle nodes have very different mobility behaviors and thus

existing results can hardly be applied to vehicular networks.

A few studies [28] [29] attempt to characterize the capacity

of a vehicular network.

In summary, most of these studies assume unrealistic road

topology, node mobility, and vehicle distribution. These ca-

pacity results can hardly be used for replication control in a

real vehicular network.

VII. CONCLUSION

Packet replication has been recognized as an effective

approach for data delivery in vehicular networks and many

replication-based algorithms have been proposed. However,

the main problem of using packet replication is not to over-

whelm the network and not to leave network capacity under-

utilized. In response to this crucial problem, we propose CCR,

a capacity-constrained replication scheme for data delivery in

vehicular networks. We theoretically derive the important rela-

tionship among replicated copies, replication limit and queue

length, and obtain the rule for determining the appropriate

replication limit. A distributed algorithm is then designed,

which adaptively determine the replication strategy that is

suitable for the currently residual network capacity. Extensive

simulations based on the large datasets of real vehicular GPS

traces show that our approach CCR significantly improves

delivery ratio comparing with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
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